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Written Treatment
Witch Hunt is a dark coaster set in 18th century Salem Massachusetts. Guests enter the queue inside an old house. As guests 
get deeper into the house the energy becomes more sporadic and tense as guests learn that authorities and townspeople 
have discovered their secret. You’re a witch! Guests finally meet the Witch that inhabits this house in the final part of the
queue. The Witch gives guests the rundown of what is about to happen as she is busy gathering some magical belongings to 
take on their journey. The Witch mentions that she has been trying to gather ingredients or find an existing Hideaway Charm. 
This charm would be able to conceal the house so no one can see or find it, and since she did not figure it out in time now we 
are all in this situation. In frustration the Witch casts a spell and moves the bookcase out of the way and encourages guests to
enter the secret attic, for she thinks she hears them in the house now. .

Guests move through the hole in the wall behind the bookcase and enter into a rather grand attic space that looks as if it has 
not been touched in years. Once at the loading area inside the attic, guests hop on their ride vehicle that mimics riding a 
broomstick. Guests will straddle the bike-like seat with a bracing aspect in the back to hold them in place. As the ride vehicle
begins to move the seat below begins to give a hovering/floating illusion and the broomstick is able to slightly tilt side to side 
along with the guest’s movement. The ride vehicle travels slowly around a corner inside the attic to separate riders from guests
that are still loading. The vehicle stops before a large window overlooking the forest. A voice over of the Witch comes through 
the vehicle urging you to hurry and get out of there just as there is knocking and yelling on the attic door. CRASH! Guests break 
through the window dropping down towards the ground before swooping up and heading toward the forest on their escape.

Riders experience the thrill of viewing Salem from a different elevation while getting a hang of their newly discovered magical 
abilities… and also running into a few close encounters with the townspeople on their journey to escape.



Salem, Massachusetts-
Late 1600’s

• General Hysteria:

• a strong belief that the Devil could give certain 
people (witches) the power to harm others in 
return for loyalty.

• This craze rippled through Europe from the 
1300s to the end of the 1600s; Salem’s trials 
took place from 1692-1693.

• Tens of thousands of “witches” (mostly women) 
were executed. 

• Charter Street Cemetery/Old Burying Grounds

-Salem’s oldest cemetery

-Founded in 1637

-Final resting place for notable Salem residents



Architectural Inspiration 
Spadena House:

• It was originally built in 1921 to serve as the 
offices and dressing rooms for Irvin Willat 

• "quintessential Hansel and Gretel house."

The Witch House

• Salem

• Home of judge Corwin

• Prime example of New England architecture 



Clothing Inspiration: Cast 
Members and Ride 
Characters

• Puritan ideas prevailed in 
Massachusetts.

• The Puritan tendencies for simpler 
dress had begun before their 
departure for America.

• They moved overseas, therefore 
they got rid of extravagances like 
rich laces, ribbons, and feathers.



Ride Type: Dark Ride or Coaster or 
… Dark Coaster?

• The mine train exhibits both dark ride scenes 
in combination with a coaster ride system for 
a dual experience.

• The coaster experience being necessary to 
mimic flying 

Dark Ride Scenes:
-Attic
-Clearing by the water
-Abandoned with house & escape

Family Coaster Parts:
-Take off
-Forest/ Camp
-Leaving the clearing
-The return home
-Flying over cemetery

My Ride Plan:



The Crucible: Set Design Reference 



Mood board



Queue Layout

Guests enter the house throw the living 
room. The living room is a normal colonial 
room, nothing out of the ordinary. Guests 
proceed into the kitchen where they 
begin to pick up on magical elements. As 
guests get deeper and deeper into the 
house the house becomes more 
enchanted. The queue ends in the show 
room where they finally meet the Witch.







Establishing Shot of 
the front of the 
ride.

The inside of the 
building holds the 
queue. Guests then 
transition into the 
show building 
backstage.

Guests enter 
through a hole in 
the side of the 
building where the 
townspeople or 
mob have already 
broken in.

-Classic New 
England 
architecture with a 
little bit of 
storybook or 
fantasy flare.



This is the first 
“scene” as guests 
enter the queue. It 
is meant to just be 
a normal colonial 
living room. 
Nothing out of the 
ordinary.



Guests transition into the 
kitchen. Again the kitchen is 
pretty normal, besides a few 
subtle hints of magic that you 
would only notice if you were 
searching for them.

The idea is that as guests 
move through the queue the 
house becomes more 
enchanted as we pick up on 
more hints of what is going 
on.



The “Pre-show 
Room” right before 
the loading 
platform

The witch is talking 
to herself and 
guests as she 
catches them up 
on what is 
happening.

She mentions a 
need for a 
“hideaway charm” 
which plays into 
the ride later.

She then moves 
the bookshelf out 
of the way and 
guests proceed to 
the attic/ loading 
platform



Storyboard Scene 
#1

Guests round the 
corner so they are 
separated from the 
loading platform. 
They approach a 
large window and 
pause for a 
moment before 
take off.



Storyboard 
Scene #15 

Riders 
approach the 
mob’s camp in 
the forest. 
Riders fly 
overhead and 
strike to throw 
them off their 
trail. 



The ride exits 
down a ramp 
and into the 
“cellar” of the 
house. Here we 
find the 
giftshop filled 
with all kinds of 
spooky knick
knacks.



Final Physical Scale 
Model

• ¾ in. SCALE

• Scene 12: Riders enter through the 
window of the house, straight into the 
kitchen. The house is a mess and the 
authorities have clearly been there. The 
voiceover of the witch points out the 
remainder of what looks like the charm 
they need. The ride vehicle rounds the 
corner to be faced with the authorities 
bursting through a hallway door. The ride 
vehicle backs out throw the window, but 
not before they are able to grab what is 
left of the spilled potion. 



Physical Model Process



Physical Model Process
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Ride Vehicle Process



Ride Vehicle Process



..Ride Vehicle Final..


